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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: December 2, 2021—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 is down 1.2% from its prior close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed up 1.0%. Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite down 0.1% from its 

prior close and the Shenzhen Composite down 0.6%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

higher open.   
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

• Weekly Geopolitical Report (11/22/2021): “The Geopolitics of the Strategic Petroleum 

Reserves” 

• Weekly Energy Update (12/2/2021): Oil prices have tumbled on the Omicron variant 

and on the SPR release.  We take a look at gasoline prices relative to wages.   

• Asset Allocation Q4 2021 Rebalance Presentation (11/4/2021): A video discussion of our 

asset allocation process, Q4 2021 portfolio changes, and the macro environment 

• Asset Allocation Weekly (11/19/2021) (with associated podcast): We discuss open 

positions at the Fed and how the policy tilt of the FOMC could change based not only on 

who is chosen, but also the speed at which positions are filled. 

 

Good morning.  Although U.S. risk markets are trying to stage a rally, U.S. equity futures are 

struggling to hold gains.  The pattern for the week has been for overnight rallies to fail.  It is a 

bearish pattern, as rallies seem to bring out selling.  We suspect this pattern won’t last.  Barring 

outright policy tightening by the Fed, there is a long-standing tendency for equities to rally into 

year’s end.  We expect something similar this year too.  But clearly, the combination of the Fed 

talking about withdrawing stimulus and the new Omicron variant are hurting investor sentiment.   

 

Our coverage this morning begins with economics and policy.  We have comments on the supply 

chain situation.  Up next is China news, with notes on recent comments from Japan regarding 

Taiwan.  Pandemic news comes next, and we close with the international roundup; the turmoil in 

Turkey continues. 

 

Economics and policy:  We lead with comments on the supply chain. 

• Supply chain issues remain an important factor in the path of inflation.  The rise in prices 

we have seen is a combination of supply constraints (shifting the supply curve to the left), 

demand stimulus from fiscal spending, and the wealth effect (shifting the demand curve 
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to the right).  We expect policy tightening next year.  Although we have our doubts about 

the efficacy of QE on the economy, there appears to be a wealth effect factor, so ending 

the balance sheet expansion could adversely affect asset prices.  Since GDP is a flow 

measure, there will be an unavoidable fiscal drag next year; simply put, we are not going 

to see another $4.0 trillion of emergency spending.  Those factors should move the 

demand curve to the left, at least a bit.  On the supply side, it’s not easy to get a clear 

picture of what is happening.  The anecdotal evidence is mixed.  There are reports that 

goods are starting to flow.  Our own observations of local retailers suggest fewer out-of-

stock labels.  On the supply issue, we observe a couple of points. 

 

First, the ISM data suggests modest improvement; at least, conditions aren’t getting a lot 

worse. 

 

 
 

Supplier deliveries showed some improvement last month.  They are still elevated (we 

would like to see a number around 52 to confirm we have returned to normal) but are 

showing some signs of getting better. 

 

On the other hand, we need to take note of the fact that China’s impact on inflation may 

be shifting.  For years, China exported deflation.  It suppressed its labor costs and 

maintained an undervalued exchange rate.  Although this policy played havoc on U.S. 

manufacturing, it kept inflation under wraps.  Recently, the CNY has been appreciating, 

and there is a modest positive correlation between CPI and the CNY’s effective exchange 

rate. 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/manufacturers-reprieve-could-be-ruined-by-omicronor-not-11638382220?st=mc053gkat3frwyb&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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If China continues to allow its exchange rate to appreciate, its exports will become more 

expensive.  Over time, other nations may undercut China to gain access to U.S. markets.  

But given China’s size, the substitution impact may not be all the powerful.  Although 

these results are preliminary, they suggest that (a) we will almost certainly see supply 

chains heal, which will bring down inflation from current levels, and (b) changes in labor 

markets and trade probably means trend inflation settles in at around 3% instead of 2% in 

the future.  

• The Senate is continuing to struggle to avoid a government shutdown.  Current funding 

will expire at noon Saturday, EST. 

• The Fed’s Beige Book report suggests supply snarls are crimping growth.   

• The OECD is forecasting higher inflation for the group of industrialized nations.   

• The pandemic has caused changes to the economy and markets, and it is still uncertain 

which changes are permanent and which are temporary.  The increase in self-employment 

has been significant.  Technology has probably made this transition easier.  It is also 

possible that the experience of the pandemic has re-sorted priorities.  The idea of being 

one’s own boss has become more attractive.  If this change is permanent, it will likely 

require firms to rethink hiring and processes; a corporation may become a manager of 

freelancers.   

• The FTC has requested information from large distribution firms on supply-chain issues.  

At this point, the request appears to be more about gathering information and not about 

an enforcement action.  However, it is possible that this study could bring policy 

recommendations designed to make the supply chain more resilient and likely more 

costly.   

• Although there was speculation that OPEC+ wouldn’t increase production, as previously 

expected, due to COVID-19 concerns and the SPR release, Russia apparently is pushing 

to boost output.  Oil prices have slid on the news.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/government-shutdown-deadline-approaches-as-deal-eludes-lawmakers-11638380311?st=owih35jlfca2tzd&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/beigebook202112.htm
https://www.wsj.com/articles/supply-imbalances-continued-to-hold-back-u-s-growth-this-fall-feds-beige-book-says-11638386787?st=7q48ydbsyfesi8w&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-inflation-set-to-be-higher-for-longer-says-oecd-11638356853?st=j4629aztnv116u4&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/workers-quit-jobs-in-droves-to-become-their-own-bosses-11638199199?st=38ulvx9aj1dhp6m&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/workers-quit-jobs-in-droves-to-become-their-own-bosses-11638199199?st=38ulvx9aj1dhp6m&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ftc-asks-amazon-walmart-for-information-about-supply-chain-issues-11638221548?st=fa9j06u9qkbu5kp&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/crude-gains-ahead-of-opec-meeting-despite-omicron-concerns
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• The House Financial Services Committee will host a group of crypto CEOs on December 

8.   

• Know someone looking for a career in high demand?  There are 597,767 unfilled 

openings in cybersecurity.   

China news:  Comments from former PM Abe about Taiwan raise hackles, and the future of the 

variable interest entities is uncertain. 

• As readers know, we are very concerned about the situation between China and Taiwan.  

However, an area that is another risk factor is Japan’s change in its stance on Taiwan.  

For years, Japan was non-committal on Taiwan; it supported the “one China” policy and 

generally didn’t question that China would eventually control the island.  That is no 

longer the case.  Japan has become increasingly active in defending Taiwan’s 

independence.  This change in stance is partly due to Taiwan’s critical position in Japan’s 

defense.  If Beijing controlled Taiwan, it could easily project power into the island chain, 

mostly controlled by Japan, which would lead China to the main Japanese islands.  As 

Japan’s position hardens, it raises the risk that simmering tensions between Japan and 

China, which have been in place for centuries, trigger stronger reactions than currently 

expected.   

o Former PM Abe raised tensions by suggesting a Chinese invasion of Taiwan 

would trigger an “emergency” for Tokyo.   

• Variable interest entities (VIE) have been used by Chinese firms to list on U.S. markets.  

The structure creates a vehicle that gives the holder most of the rights of direct ownership 

but avoids Chinese rules about foreign ownership.  Yesterday, there were reports that 

Beijing was going to end this practice, although officials in China denied that the VIEs 

were being eliminated.  There is a chance China will prevent firms from using this tool to 

list in the U.S., but we suspect yesterday’s conflicting reports were a trial balloon from 

Beijing.   

o Beijing has unveiled new rules on ride-sharing and tech advertising that suggest a 

deepening crackdown.   

o Online fraud in China is growing rapidly.   

• As readers know, we have been closely monitoring the growing divide between the U.S. 

business community and the political community over China.  The former clearly wants 

to continue to do business in China, while the latter is moving headlong into separation.  

China has been trying to exploit this difference.  Beijing’s most recent action is to 

encourage business leaders to oppose a boycott of the winter Olympics.  Meanwhile, Ray 

Dalio has been making very public statements supporting investment in China.  This 

position looks at odds with the general trends in public sentiment.   

• The WTA has made it clear that professional tennis is willing to oppose China; the group 

has suspended tournaments in China over the Peng Shuai situation.   

• China Electronics Corporation (BMG2122L1054, HKD, 0.71), an SOE, released a new 

messaging app that is designed for government agencies.  Recently, the government told 

its workers to stop using private messaging services over security concerns.   

https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2021/12/01/crypto-ceos-to-testify-before-house-financial-services-committee/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.cyberseek.org/heatmap.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://www.cyberseek.org/heatmap.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosam&stream=top
https://warontherocks.com/2021/11/japans-revolution-on-taiwan-affairs/
https://www.ft.com/content/f4140801-a688-4703-825d-236fab4818e1
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-01/china-plans-to-ban-loophole-used-by-tech-firms-for-foreign-ipos?sref=6ZE6q2XR
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-01/china-plans-to-ban-loophole-used-by-tech-firms-for-foreign-ipos?sref=6ZE6q2XR
https://www.caixinglobal.com/2021-12-01/chinese-regulator-denies-reports-on-vie-listing-ban-101812483.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/beijing-goes-full-nanny-state-on-internet-tech-11638353061?st=6vztkv584b6qib3&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/77f61cf0-5b9d-4ea8-854a-4f220039dcb7
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3158012/china-urges-us-business-groups-speak-out-calls-boycott-beijing?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3158012
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/ray-dalio-defends-investments-in-china-despite-human-rights-abuses-ccp-behaves-like-a-strict-parent/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/americans-consider-china-top-national-security-threat-survey-finds-11638334861?st=exl3twqlh8jmw2d&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wtatennis.com/news/2384758/steve-simon-announces-wta-s-decision-to-suspend-tournaments-in-china
https://www.ft.com/content/c827fb41-e5fe-49cf-a31c-aa99b4a56d2e?emailId=61a85951e75eb30004a06876&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202112/1240431.shtml
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202112/1240431.shtml
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-state-run-firms-limit-use-of-tencents-messaging-app-11637837474?st=7l2v2qt9vggqf8n&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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• For years, Chinese students wanted to acquire a western college degree.  It seemed this 

was the path to better jobs.  That is apparently no longer the case, which is bad news for 

U.S. higher education.   

o Reports suggest Chinese authorities are extending their surveillance of Chinese 

students in America, restricting their activities.   

• China’s digital CNY is struggling to gain acceptance.   

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 263,655,098, with 5,227,696 fatalities.  In the 

U.S., there are 48,692,582 confirmed cases with 782,100 deaths.  For illustration purposes, the 

FT has created an interactive chart that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar 

scaling metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic tracker that looks across countries with 

high-frequency data on various factors.  The CDC reports that 575,721,925 doses of the vaccine 

have been distributed, with 462,263,845 doses injected.  The number receiving at least one dose 

is 233,590,555, while the number receiving second doses, which would grant the highest level of 

immunity, is 197,363,116.  For the population older than 18, 71.2% of the population has been 

fully vaccinated, with 59.4% of the entire population fully vaccinated.  The FT has a page on 

global vaccine distribution.   

• The Omicron variant has been detected in the U.S.  The good news is that the infected 

person suffered a mild case.  The person had been vaccinated but had not received the 

booster.  Although authorities warned the new variant was likely already in the U.S., the 

news sent risk markets lower yesterday.   

• Reporting from the WSJ details an expected tradeoff; states that had stricter rules in 

dealing with the virus had fewer fatalities but weaker economic growth.  States with 

looser rules had more people die but their economies did better.  Although this tradeoff 

makes intuitive sense, the data in this article confirms the tradeoff notion.   

• The OECD is warning that the Omicron variant may affect supply chains.   

• The U.S. will require foreign visitors to have WHO-approved vaccines.  International 

travelers will face new test requirements, and the mask mandate has been extended.  The 

U.S. will also reimburse for home test kits for COVID-19. 

• Germany is tightening restrictions to contain the new virus.   

International roundup:  Turkey’s turmoil deepens, and the U.S. and EU try to contain Russia’s 

threats against Ukraine. 

• Yesterday, Turkey’s central bank intervened to slow the decline of the TRY’s 

depreciation.  The currency is falling again this morning after the country’s finance 

minister, Lutfi Elvan, resigned and was replaced by regime loyalist Nureddin Nebati.  

Nebati is close to President Erdogan’s son-in-law and former finance minister Berat 

Albayrak.  Elvan was the last orthodox holdout.  By replacing him, Erdogan has 

eliminated all opposition to this unorthodox policy of cutting interest rates to reduce 

inflation. 

• U.S. and EU security and international relations officials are meeting over the situation in 

Ukraine.  SoS Blinken is warning Putin over his aggression and calling to defuse the 

current tensions.  What does Putin want?  It appears he wants a rollback of NATO away 

from Russia’s borders. Russia’s geopolitics revolve around creating buffers to force 

https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3157485/chinese-graduates-lament-western-degrees-no-longer-fast-track?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3157485
https://www.propublica.org/article/even-on-us-campuses-china-cracks-down-on-students-who-speak-out
https://www.propublica.org/article/even-on-us-campuses-china-cracks-down-on-students-who-speak-out
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-digital-currency-challenge-winning-hearts-and-minds-11638441000?st=1l3q02o67fuycte&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/12/01/world/omicron-variant-covid?campaign_id=51&emc=edit_mbe_20211202&instance_id=46779&nl=morning-briefing%3A-europe-edition&regi_id=5677267&segment_id=75878&te=1&user_id=cf9e3e54fec2ede829d24b038d8ab9e3
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker/?areas=gbr&areas=isr&areas=usa&areas=eue&cumulative=1&populationAdjusted=1
https://www.ft.com/content/d4ed8acc-49ba-4036-b299-36763f6707ee
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/12/01/omicron-in-the-us/?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F356bb4e%2F61a853389d2fdab56bae231e%2F596b53f6ae7e8a44e7d597a3%2F15%2F62%2F61a853389d2fdab56bae231e
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-12-01-2021-11638347766?st=6lzkorbdt6nq98n&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/omicron-could-widen-blue-red-economic-divide-11638367200?st=85lntb6fpa9r93y&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/9e5dfa00-a051-485a-a8c2-fe6c3aeb11f5
https://www.ft.com/content/d0d4156d-ace9-4119-ac3e-a1e4d4bf6440
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-to-toughen-testing-for-international-travelers-to-slow-omicron-11638439201?st=3y4p8n6nslq4ufr&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/exclusive-us-extend-transit-mask-mandate-through-mid-march-sources-2021-12-01/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/02/world/biden-covid-at-home-testing-tests.html?smid=url-share
https://www.wsj.com/articles/turkeys-erdogan-names-loyalist-as-finance-minister-amid-lira-rout-11638436672?st=ljrgabsu8gbz9x6&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/3afaf07c-0e91-4882-bd1c-6f0fd2c60fde
https://www.ft.com/content/3afaf07c-0e91-4882-bd1c-6f0fd2c60fde
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/11/12/russia-ukraine-invasion-putin-521139?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=a2b76c7ad1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_12_02_05_35&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-a2b76c7ad1-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/blinken-urges-russia-to-de-escalate-and-return-to-diplomacy-on-ukraine/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=a2b76c7ad1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_12_02_05_35&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-a2b76c7ad1-190334489
https://www.politico.eu/article/blinken-urges-russia-to-de-escalate-and-return-to-diplomacy-on-ukraine/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=a2b76c7ad1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_12_02_05_35&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-a2b76c7ad1-190334489
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invaders to march long distances and then allow the Arctic winter to end offensives.  

Preventing Ukraine from joining NATO is likely the goal.   

• The EU is restricting asylum rights on the Belarus border, likely to discourage refugees 

from lingering in Belarus.   

• Russia and the U.S. are expelling diplomats.  In June, the U.S. expelled 50 Russian 

diplomats over hacking and election interference.  These actions usually result in a 

similar action by the Russians.   

• The U.S. and South Korea are updating war contingency plans over South Korea.  The 

action appears tied to recent short-range missile tests by North Korea.   

• The EU has revealed its response to China’s belt and road project, with a €300 billion 

program to support development.   

• The U.S. and U.K. have not resolved steel tariffs, but underlying this inaction is the U.S. 

reluctance to make a trade deal with Britain, worried that the U.K. will break the Good 

Friday Agreement regarding the border with Northern Ireland.   

 

U.S. Economic Releases  
 

The number of expected layoffs fell from the previous year, according to the Challenger Job Cuts 

Report.  The index shows that job cuts are down 77.0% from the prior year.  

 

For the week ending November 26, jobless claims rose for the first time since September.  Initial 

claims came in at 222K compared to expectations of 240K.  The prior report was revised from 

199K to 194K.  
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average of initial claims.  The four-week moving 

average fell from 251.00K to 238.75K. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/01/world/europe/putin-nato-russia-ukraine.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/01/world/europe/asylum-rights-poland-eu.html?smid=url-share
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-to-sanction-russia-expel-diplomats-over-alleged-election-interference-hacking-11618457123?st=ywjq7l09pxgmsnc&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-to-sanction-russia-expel-diplomats-over-alleged-election-interference-hacking-11618457123?st=ywjq7l09pxgmsnc&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-expels-some-u-s-diplomats-in-latest-tit-for-tat-action-11638362097?st=itg5v0782qeo5hj&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-and-south-korea-to-update-wartime-plans-for-north-korea-11638435902?st=1fu3229fzt7cr7t&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/eu-unveils-300-bln-euro-global-investment-scheme-2021-12-01/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/eu-unveils-300-bln-euro-global-investment-scheme-2021-12-01/
https://www.ft.com/content/608e5634-9894-449d-9a09-4f903f0e7169
https://www.politico.eu/article/fears-of-brexit-hold-up-over-uk-us-steel-spat/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=a2b76c7ad1-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_12_02_05_35&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-a2b76c7ad1-190334489
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The table below lists the economic releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Langer Consumer Comfort w/w 28-Nov 52.2 ***

EST Speaker or event

8:30 Raphael Bostic Discusses the High Cost of Housing

11:00 Randall Quarles Shares His Departing Thoughts

11:30 Raphael Bostic Takes Part in a Reuters Event President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

11:30 Mary Daly and Thomas Barkin speak at Peterson Institute

District or position

Member of the Board of Governors

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

Regional Fed Presidents

Economic Releases

Fed Speakers or Events

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 
Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Monetary Base y/y Nov 9.3% 9.9% * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Buying Foreign Bonds w/w 26-Nov -¥1343.2b -¥12.8b * Equity and bond neutral

Japan Buying Foreign Stocks w/w 26-Nov ¥105.7b -¥545.6b * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Buying Japan Bonds w/w 26-Nov -¥451.3b ¥1073.1b * Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Buying Japan Stocks w/w 26-Nov -¥309.6b -¥47.1b *** Equity and bond neutral

Consumer Confidence Index m/m Nov 39.2 39.2 40.3 *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Australia Trade Balance m/m Oct A$11220m A$12243m A$11150m ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Home Loans Value m/m Oct -2.5% -1.4% 1.5% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

Owner-Occupier Loan Value m/m Oct -4.1% -2.7% 3.0% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

Investor Loan Value m/m Oct 1.1% 1.4% 6.0% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

New Zealand CoreLogic House Prices y/y Nov 28.4% 28.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

Terms of Trade Index q/q 3Q 0.7% 3.3% 2.0% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

EUROPE

Eurozone Unemployment Rate m/m Oct 7.3% 7.4% 7.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

PPI y/y Oct 21.9% 16.0% 19.0% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Switzerland Retail Sales Real y/y Oct 1.2% 2.5% *** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Brazil FIPE CPI - Monthly m/m Nov 0.72% 1.00% 0.86% ** Equity and bond neutral

GDP y/y 3Q 4.00% 12.40% 4.30% ** Equity and bond neutral

Mexico Vehicle Domestic Sales m/m Nov 82829 76640 ** Equity and bond neutral

Leading Indicators (MoM) m/m Oct -0.08 -0.04 ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 17 17 0 Down

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 4 5 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 13 12 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 8 8 0 Down

10-yr T-note (%) 1.44 1.41 0.03 Down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -57 -57 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 27 30 -3 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Flat Neutral

euro Flat Up

yen Down Neutral

pound Up Neutral

franc Flat Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $70.39 $68.87 2.21% OPEC Meeting

WTI $67.11 $65.57 2.35%  

Natural Gas $4.33 $4.26 1.60%  

Crack Spread $18.50 $18.18 1.78%

12-mo strip crack $19.67 $19.33 1.75%

Ethanol rack $3.63 $3.66 -0.80%

Gold $1,776.79 $1,781.73 -0.28%

Silver $22.38 $22.32 0.30%

Copper contract $426.75 $424.75 0.47%

Corn contract $577.00 $571.50 0.96%

Wheat contract $803.00 $790.50 1.58%

Soybeans contract $1,231.75 $1,228.25 0.28%

Baltic Dry Freight 3,047            3,018            29

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -0.9 -1.4 0.5

Gasoline (mb) 4.0 -1.2 5.2

Distillates (mb) 2.2 -1.5 3.7

Refinery run rates (%) 0.20% 0.40% -0.20%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 day and 8-14-day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures for 

most of the country, with cooler temperatures in the New England region.  The forecasts call for 

wet conditions in the Pacific Northwest, the Midwest, and the Rockies, with dry conditions for 

the rest of the country.   
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 12/1/2021 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 12/1/2021 close) 

 

-10.0% 0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0%

Emerging Markets ($)

US Government Bond

Emerging Markets (local currency)

US Corporate Bond

Cash

US High Yield

Foreign Developed ($)

Small Cap

Value

Mid Cap

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Large Cap

Commodities

Growth

Real Estate

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

December 2, 2021 
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P/E as of 12/1/2021 = 22.5x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 22.3x, up 0.3x from our last update.  Some of the 

rise reflects the transition from Thomson/Reuters to Standard & Poor’s measurement of Q3 

earnings. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q1, Q2, and Q3) and one estimate (Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


